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1 Introduction

Open the Exercise folder and open a terminal on your local machine with a right click of
the mouse and selecting ’open in terminal’. To check that you are in the right folder, you
can use the command list:

$ ls

that lists the file in the current directory. Control that all the files that you were
expecting appear. Now update:

$ git pull

With an ls command you should see that the directory Exercise-4 appeared. Access
is with the change-directory command:

$ cd Exercise-4

Also this exercise will be performed on Euler. Thus, copy the necessary file in it with
the command:

$ scp -r Exercise-4-cluster username @euler.ethz.ch:/cluster/scratch/username /

$ scp -r Exercise-4-crystal username @euler.ethz.ch:/cluster/scratch/username /

and typing your password. If everything worked fine you should see the list of copied
files.

Now you can access Euler cluster. To do so I suggest you to use a second terminal. In
general, it is useful to work with two terminals, one on your computer and the other con-



nected to the remote cluster. It is more or less as having two physical computers. You can
open another terminal in two ways:

• exactly as before, with a right click on the mouse and selecting ’open in terminal’,

• or pressing crtl + shift + t.

From the new terminal you can access Euler via ssh command:

$ ssh -X username @euler.ethz.ch

and giving your password. Move in the working directory that you just copied:

$ cd /cluster/scratch/username /Exercise-4-cluster

Load all the modules for the simulation:

$ module unload all

$ module load new cp2k/6.1

2 Clusters

In this part of the exercise we will make four molecular dynamics of the clusters in Figure 1,
and calculate their radial distribution function (g(r)) with the Analysis Jupyter notebooks.

(a) 38 atoms (b) 150 atoms (c) 450 atoms (d) 817 atoms

Figure 1: Clusters that we will use for MD simulations.

In the Exercise-4-cluster directory you can find the four optimized geometries and two
input files. All the analysis that we want to make must be done on thermalized system.
Therefore, it is necessary to perform two molecular dynamics run for each system:

• a themalization run (for which we will use temp_thermalization_bulk.inp as input
template) in the canonical ensemble,

• a production run (with temp_production_bulk.inp as corresponding template) in
the microcanonical ensemble. This run will start from the final point of the previous
one. We will perform our analysis on its output.
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2.1 Thermalization simulation

You can visualize the input file with the editor nano:

$ nano temp_thermalization.inp

The first line:

@SET SIZE _MYSIZE_

set to the variable named SIZE the value of _MYSIZE_ that we will transform in a
number during this exercise. In particular with this variable we will indicates the number
of particle of the cluster, i.e. its size.

The global and force_eval parts are the same of Exercise-2, while the motion part
changes according to:

&MOTION
&MD
&PRINT

&ENERGY SILENT
&EACH
MD 10
&END
&END

&END
ENSEMBLE NVT fixed number (N), Volume (V) and temperature (T)
STEPS 250000
TIMESTEP 0.5 time step in fs
TEMPERATURE ${TEMP} set the temperature value to TEMP
&THERMOSTAT
TYPE CSVR csvr thermostat
&CSVR rescales the velocities
TIMECON 5000 every 5000 step
&END

&END THERMOSTAT
&END MD

&RESTART_HISTORY OFF we suppress the print of intermediate restart files
&END
&PRINT
&TRAJECTORY on information for printing the trajectory

FORMAT xyz it’s in xyz format
&EACH
MD 1000 printed every 1000 step
&END EACH

&END TRAJECTORY
&END PRINT

&END MOTION
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To perform the fist dynamics you have to create an input file from the template and
submit the corresponding job for each calculations. We do it with a for cycle:

for i in 38 150 450 817

do sed "s/_MYSIZE_/$i/g" < templ_thermalization.inp > thermalization_${i}.inp

bsub -W 30 -R light cp2k.popt -o thermalization_${i}.out -i
thermalization_${i}.inp

done

where bsub is the command for the job submission and -R light is an option that
makes you perform 1 processor calculations without waiting in the queue. With -o we
specify the name of the output file (md_n.out) and with -i the name of the input file
(md_n.inp). In this cycle the command bsub is iterated while the variable i assumes the
values written in the first line (i.e. 38, 150, 450 and 817).

A for cycle is always structured as follows:
$ for i in values of interest
do command
done
If you want to better understand how for works a for cycle try it with the echo
commands:
echo something
simply writes back, something, i.e. what you give it as input. You can try:
for i in 1 3 8 11
do echo $i
done

The sed command modifies a piece of text in another, with the structure:

sed "s/piece_of_text_to_be_modified/new_piece_of_text/g" <
file_in_which_we_want_to_modify > resulting_file

After the bsub commands you will see four the writing:

Generic job.
Job <job_number > is submitted to queue <light.5d>.

The simulations will take some minutes. You can check its status with the command:

$ bbjobs -u username
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In the meantime open Jupyter. If you are in a Linux environment, you just have to
open a new third terminal (see above) and type:

$ jupyter notebook

In the browser window that this command opens, move in Exercise-4 directory and
then in the Analysis one. Open the file Cluster-Analysis.ipynb. Start looking at it and try
to understand how it works. Do not forget to keep on checking the status of your jobs with
the bbjobs command from the terminal linked to Euler.

2.2 Production simulation

When our jobs will be ended, we can perform the second simulation with which we will do
the final analysis. Because we want the production run to restart from the thermalization
one, we will need an extra section in the input file that tells cp2k to restart the simulation
as indicated by a .restart file:

&EXT_RESTART
RESTART_FILE_NAME thermalization_${SIZE}-1.restart

&END
We want to perform microcanonical simulations for data production, so the MOTION

section is modified according to:

STEPS 250000
ENSEMBLE NVT

to:

STEPS 1000
ENSEMBLE NVE

And the part of the thermostat is not necessary anymore. Now you can run the cal-
culations:

for i in 38 150 450 817

do sed "s/_MYSIZE_/$i/g" < templ_production.inp > production_${i}.inp

bsub -W 30 -R light cp2k.popt -o production_${i}.out -i
production_${i}.inp

done

Check when they are finished. To copy trajectory and temperature-energy files on
your local machine, you have to use the terminal on your local machine. Change-directory
(cd):

$ cd Analysis
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then copy the files here:

$ scp username @euler.ethz.ch:/cluster/scratch/username /
Exercise-4-cluster/*pos-1.xyz .

$ scp username @euler.ethz.ch:/cluster/scratch/username /
Exercise-4-cluster/*.ener .

Notice that with the writing * we generally indicate ’something that fills the space’.
For example, a*b stands for all the file that start with a and end with b. Try:

$ ls md*inp

to see how it works. This command lists all the files that start with md and end
with inp.

You can visualize the trajectory with vmd:

$ vmd production_38-pos-1.xyz

For a correct visualization you have to set an orthographic view:

Display > Orthographic

set the drawing method to VDW:

Graphics > Representation > Drawing Method > VDW

And customize the sphere scale.

TASK. Use the Cluster-Analysis.ipynb Jupyter notebook to analyze the
results.

• Describe the radial distribution functions. In which phase are the
clusters? Justify the answer.

• Compare the radial distribution functions between clusters, focus-
ing on the peaks positions. Do you see some similarities and/or
differences? Can you deduce something about the geometries of
the systems?

• Describe and explain the temperatures behaviour both for the ther-
malization and the production run

• Modify the cell of thermalization and production plots of the
jupyter notebook in order to plot the energies. Describe and explain
their behaviour for both the run.
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3 Bulk

We will now repeat a molecular dynamics for a crystal structure. We take a Lennard-Jones
super-cell made of 6× 6 conventional cells (crystal_6x6.xyz) and perform simulation at
both 20 K and 400 K.
On the terminal on Euler move one folder back (../) and then in Exercise-4-crystal:

$ cd ../Exercise-4-crystal

Here you have input templates similar to the previous. The first line of them:

@SET TEMP _MYTEMP_

set to the variable named TEMP the value of _MYTEMP_ that we will transform in a
number during this exercise. In particular this variable will correspond to the simulation
temperature. We can submit the calculation with a loop similar to the previous one:

for i in 20 400

do sed "s/_MYTEMP_/$i/g" < templ_thermalization_bulk.inp >
thermalization_bulk_${i}.inp

bsub -W 10 -R light cp2k.popt -o thermalization_bulk_${i}.out -i
thermalization_bulk_${i}.inp

done

When they will be ended, you can pass to the production calculations, submitting
them in the same way:

for i in 20 400

do sed "s/_MYTEMP_/$i/g" < templ_production_bulk.inp >
production_bulk_${i}.inp

bsub -W 10 -R light cp2k.popt -o production_bulk_${i}.out
-i production_bulk_${i}.inp

done

When also those calculations have finished, copy the files on the Analysis folder on
your local machine:

$ scp username @euler.ethz.ch:/cluster/scratch/username /
Exercise-4-crystal/*pos-1.xyz .
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$ scp username @euler.ethz.ch:/cluster/scratch/username /
Exercise-4-crystal/*.ener .

TASK.

• Use the Crystal-Analysis.ipynb Jupyter notebook (you can access
it from the browser window that you opened before) to analyze the
radial distribution function at 20K. Compare it to the clusters ones
and comment on the peaks location and width.

• Analyze also the results for 400K simulation with the Crystal-
Analysis.ipynb notebook. Compare it with the one at 20 K and
give a reason for the different behaviour.

• In the last part of Crystal-Analysis.ipynb notebook you can com-
pute the surface energy. Describe and explain its behaviour.
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